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Part A: Grammar & Vocabulary
3T

1- The passage was ……… none of the students could understand it.
1) such difficult that 2) too difficult to
3) so difficult that

4) difficult enough to

2- Mary said she was experienced ……… for the job.
1) too
2) enough
3) much

4) such

3- We had ……… good time in Italy. We enjoyed ourselves.
1) so
2) so a
3) such

4) such a

4- It is ……… that the temperature will rise by 10 degrees during the next week.
1) defined

2) struck

3) forecast

4) disturbed

5- Strong winds have caused serious ……… to the roofs of the houses in the area.
1) bother
2) contrast
3) damage
4) health
6- If you add some oil to the engine, it’ll run more ……… .
1) smoothly
2) particularly
3) generally

4) actually

7- All the lady’s children are dead. She’s about 95 years old, still ……… .
1) judging

2) surviving

3) reducing

4) involving

8- She picked up the telephone with a ……… hand, expecting bad news.
1) instructing
2) shaking
3) distracting
4) relying
9- The passengers were uncomfortable because of the uneven road ……… .
1) surface
2) rules
3) drivers
4) results
10- In England in March, the weather is not at all ……… ; it can change from sunny to rainy
within seconds.
1) effective
2) fortunate
3) predictable
4) terrible
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Part B: Cloze Test
3T

You owe your good life to your hands. Only man can … (11) … of wonders and then
3T

make his hands build them into homes and cities. Your hand’s special bones, … (12) … and
skin fit it for many uses. Think of how many jobs you do with it in one day. Fingers can be
trained to do … (13) … things. The finger of a pianist can strike 120 notes a second. A circus
… (14) … learned to balance himself on his index finger. The thumb is the busiest and most
important finger. It can cross over or work with any … (15) … finger. You can get along
pretty well with the thumb and only one other finger.
11- 1) invent

2) think

3) create

4) advise

12- 1) muscles

2) brains

3) lungs

4) results

13- 1) so

2) too

3) so many

4) too much

14- 1) organ

2) lecturer

3) performer

4) author

15- 1) another

2) other

3) others

4) the other
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Part C: Reading Comprehension
3T

Tom and Carol got married 6 months ago but they are already famous for their rows.
3T

Neighbors said they could hear them shouting from the bus stop six hundred yards away. Mrs
Fish, who lives opposite, said “First I asked them nicely to stop because my baby couldn’t get
to sleep, but they didn’t. Then my husband knocked at their door but they threw a chair at
him out of the window, but it just missed him. So, we rang the police and asked them for
help.”
Tom and Carol told the judge they denied all the accusations, but the judge didn’t
accept their explanation and sent them to separate prisons for two weeks. Mr and Mrs Fish
and their baby are looking forward to some sleep!
3T

16- Which one is correct?
1) Tom and Carol have had a happy marriage.
2) Mrs Fish is always fighting with her husband.
3) Mrs Fish’s baby will sleep better in the next two week.
4) The judge sent Tom and Carol to one single prison.
17- What does row in the first line mean?
1) party
2) happiness

3) argument

4) behavior

18- What does them refer to?
1) neighbors
2) Tom & Carol

3) police

4) chairs
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19- Mrs Fish was angry with Tom and Carol because ……… .
1) the chair missed her husband
2) they shouted at her day and night
3) her baby couldn’t get to sleep at nights
20- “Where do Mr and Mrs Fish live?”
“………. Tom and Carol’s house.”
1) Next to
2) Across from

4) they were impolite to the judge

3T

3) Far from

4) Behind

“Fingers were made before forks.” When a person gives up good manners, puts aside his
knife and fork, and dives into his food, someone is likely to repeat that saying.
The fork was an ancient farming tool, but for centuries no one thought of eating with it.
Not until the eleventh century, when some Asian brought it to Italy, did the custom reach
Europe.
By the fifteenth century, the use of the fork was widespread in Italy. The English
explanation was that Italians were averse to eating food touched with fingers because all
men’s fingers are not alike clean. English travelers told their friends of this funny custom,
which surprised them and made them laugh.
Anyone who used a fork to eat was laughed at in England for the next hundred years.
Not until the late 1600s did using a fork become something common.
3T
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21- The custom of eating with a fork ……… .
1) was brought to Europe from America
2) began when forks were first invented
3) reached Italy before other European countries
4) was thought of by Italians
22- By the fifteenth century, forks were used ……… .
1) only in Italy
2) all over Italy
3) only in Europe

4) all over Europe

23- To English travelers, the use of the fork by Italians seemed ……… .
1) useful
2) good manners
3) funny
4) necessary
24- The word ‘it’ in line 4 refers to ……… .
1) century

2) Asian

3) fork

4) food

25- The word ‘averse’ in line 6 is closest in meaning to ……… .
1) interested

2) probable

3) attracted

4) disliking
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